Health & Safety Staff Listing

Who We Are:
Provides support to occupational health and safety and industrial hygiene.

Andrew Majewski, CIH, COHC
Health & Safety Manager [View Contact Information] [1]

Stephen Ball, MBA, COHC
Safety Specialist [View Contact Information] [2]
Specialty: Hearing Conservation Program, Construction Safety, IIPP & EAP

James Dunbarr, CIH, COHC
Industrial Hygienist [View Contact Information] [3]
Specialty: Respiratory Protection Program, Chemical Carcinogen Program, Industrial Hygiene
Mark Martin, CSP
Industrial Safety Specialist (View Contact Information) [4]
Specialty: Industrial Safety, Machine Shop Safety

Bernie Tano
Industrial Hygiene Specialist (View Contact Information) [5]
Specialty: Chemical Safety, Hazard Communication, Industrial Hygiene

Robert Wachter, CSP, REM
Accident Prevention Specialist (View Contact Information) [6]
Specialty: Safety Engineering, Industrial Safety

VACANT
Industrial Hygienist (View Contact Information)
Specialty: Exposure assessment and monitoring, Indoor Air Quality assessment, Industrial Hygiene
Sarah Quezada, REHS
Environmental Health Program Coordinator (View Contact Information) [7]
Specialty: Food and Pool Safety, Public Sanitation

Suman Dhal, MPH
Industrial Hygiene Specialist (View Contact Information) [8]
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